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Although the season started while we were still stay at home order with all kind of 
uncertainty in the air and we came from most difficult situation of Covid crisis we 
were able to overcome all challenges, financial, logistics, health etc and yet we made 
it successfully. 
 
This year we had 504 players registered which is a record according to my notes. 
We were able to obtain the largest amount of grant from government helping us 
through the challenges (thanks to the panel especially Todd), we were able to collect 
every penny and there were no outstanding payments, all this through the 
challenges of raising cost to us and decreasing number of refs. I am grateful to all 
board members for their hard work. I have tried as always, my very best to fulfill my 
duties as per their expectations.     
 
 As a person of contact I have maintained the communication via mail and 

email with most leagues- my latest correspondence was with DRSL 
requesting for them to provide a home for our players.    

 I am thankful to our webmaster who continuous to do an exceptional job in 
promoting the club and informing the members.  

 Tryout’s schedule has been set, city has been informed, all is in order. Great 
teamwork with DOC and my colleague co-scheduler in creation of the 
schedules. Fall sessions are being planned too for outdoors and indoors. 
Winter sessions are being planned and scheduled in cooperation with the 
panel and the DOC.   

 I worked closely with the board to meet the annual planning timelines.  
 Major issue this year was team balance in divisions of DRSA leading into one 

of the U9G team folding, traveling issues in TSA for our U18B, expected 
increase in cost of rental for fields next year, keeping in touch with City 
Recreational department and public work continues to be very important 
and challenging too due to their continuous changes in staff.   

 As co-scheduler I thank Scott for making a great team and as co-facility 
person, I continue to work the best I can to achieve the goals we have set for 
ourselves. 



 

 

 As Co tournament chair I am grateful to Barry. We started late due to the 
uncertainties in the air and yet managed to recruit 100 teams for our events. 

 It is extremely important to find out the impact the new matrix will have in 
the club although thankfully it seems to be postponed yet for another year. 

 To conclude, I am grateful as well as honoured to be part of the club and 
happy to continue to give my modest contribution.  

 
 
Thank you, 
Fevri Pazari 

PCSA Administrator 
Co-chair of Scheduling/ Facility/ Tournament 


